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GEAR REVIEW
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ISC
ORIGIN:
MATERIAL:
WEIGHT: R-ALF
2XPULLEYS
DIMENSIONS:
MAX LOAD:
ROPE DIAM:
CERTIFIED:

I

R-ALF
UK
alloy and stainless steel
1.25kg/2.75lbs exc rope
1.2kg/2.5lbs exc carabiners
138 x 240mm/ 5.4 x 9.4”
250kg / 550lbs
11 mm, (alt 12mm & 7/16”)
ANSIZ359.4:2007 EN1891A

gnore the fact that our pictures here
show the R-ALF with 7mm CMC
Rescue cord which it is clearly not
designed to operate with. But actually,
while we can’t recommend it or even
guarantee that it will work on any other
7mm cords it did very well on the CMC
Rescue Cord and will even arrest Fall
Factor 0 at 100kg/220lbs. But let’s not
get ahead of ourselves, we just do tests
like these to see where the outer operating
parameters lie because they are often
quite wooly despite the necessary
categoric statements of manufacturers.
So the R-ALF operates on 11mm semistatic rope - it says so on the R-ALF itself.
But just to prove my earlier point ISC give
a list of approved ropes (table-top right)
which includes 12mm and 7/16”, yeah I
know 7/16” is virtually 11mm but it
doesn’t say that on R-ALF and you know
how anal these
lawyers can
be. If you
manage to
wedge a half
inch rope
through RALF’s
inner

auto-locking
rescue hauler

MANUFACTURER

ROPE

BEAL

Industrie/Antipodes

12.0

BlueWater

ProTac

7/16"

Edelrid

Power Static

Edelrid

Safety Super

11.0

Ferno Australia

Ferno

12.0

Marlow

Abseil

12.0

Marlow

LSK

New England Ropes

KMIII

7/16"

Rescuetech

Access

7/16"

working [inset below] SAR
SAR
be warned that the
Spanset
inertia brake seems to Sterling
require a higher speed Yale
to activate. And
inertia brake activation is what the R-ALF
is all about. Pull the rope on one side and
(assuming you have a M.A. Pulley system
attached) you or your load will rise up. Let
go of the rope and a rope-friendly inertia
brake kicks in and arrests your descent
before it’s even started (FF0). If you then
pull firmly on the rope, the inertia brake is
released and you can continue on your
merry way, up or down. Those of you with
long memories may remember that BH
SALA (before they became DB SALA) used
to have a system like this for work
positioning - was it called the Rapidex or
something similar? Anyway, it too had a 4
or 5 to 1 pulley system integrated into an
inertia brake system and
worked pretty well as I
remember but was
enormous. The other main
difference is the strength
of R-ALF - not for nothing
the prefix ‘R ’ because not
only does it have a huge
top swivelling eye and a
bottom becket (not
present on the basic ALF)
but it can take a hefty
250kg load so it’s well
capable of being used for a double
weight rescue and that’s when
you really appreciate using the
required 11mm rope rather
than ridiculously thin 7mm
shown in these pictures
(but my bag of rope is
much smaller than yours).
Pulling that heavy a load
up the smidgeon needed to
release the brake is
understandably more of an
effort with 250kg and you
might want to invest in some
of those specialist ‘grippy’ rope
rescue gloves because if the rope
is wet and you’re cold you just
multiply the difficulty with bare hands.
However, having said that, R-ALF
works and it works fabulously well.

NOM Ø

11.0

11.0

Teufelberger 48B

11.0

Teufelberger 16B

11.0

Proprietory

11.0

Super Static

7/16"

Kernmaster

7/16"

With this device and one of the new
generation of reach poles that allow you to
clip a carabiner on a victim without ever
taking your feet off terra-firma/buildingfirma you have the means to perform a
rescue without committing personnel to a
rope themselves.
Other uses for R-ALF include the original
task I mentioned, • work-positioning....
with a belay or self belay and a huge pile
of rope (because of the 5-strands in
operation all the time) you can position
yourself wherever you like in your vertical
work environment without having to resort
to those pesky descenders and ascending
systems. • It’s great for positioning
training manikins for rope rescue training
as well. • If you remove the pulley system
R-ALF doesn’t become ALF as you might
expect because the camming system has
been sensitised for the slower moving
5: 1 pulley system rope and would lock
quickly in a simple 1: 1 mode. Which is
a shame because ALF makes an
excellent ladder or climbing safety
system using a pulley at the bottom
anchor and ALF at the top - tie an inline 8 or alpine butterfly on one side
of the ALF at your stepping off point
and another loop at the bottom (on
the opposite side of the anchored
pulley) at your clip-in point. With
the rope tied as an endless loop clip
in at the bottom loop and as you
ascend the loop on the other side
will descend so that when you
reach the top and unclip the
bottom loop is ready for the next
person. Should anyone fall off at
any point ALF will arrest them
and you simply pull down on
the opposite rope strand to
unlock and carry on climbing.
This a great bit of kit. It’s quite
heavy, almost akin to antimatter considering it’s less
than 6” in diameter but you’ll
manage!
www.iscwales.com

